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1.   In regard the height adjustable desk/return unit, I had based our solution on these 
units being linked together to raise and lower simultaneously but that is not mentioned 
in the bid spec.  Please advise. Yes, we require these units to be linked together to 
raise and lower simultaneously 

2.    Please also advise if you would consider approving modification to standard resin modesty 
panel in lieu of laminate.  The spec calls for a 15” laminate modesty panel and I was having the 
resin modesty modified to 20” because I know you wanted as much coverage as possible.  This 
would be 7” from the floor in the seated height position.  We would like to remain with 15" 
Laminate on the modesty's. 

 MB2 Did not see this located on floor plan.  I assume this is part of MB1 as 
accessories? 

MB2 is an accessory that will go on contractor furnished marker boards throughout the building.  

F3 Can you verify the quantity?  I am only counting qty. 4 per layouts. Bid calls for qty. 6 

There are 6, some are included in Millwork - located in rooms reception 104, card office 242, 
Office 205, and Budget 406 

BC1 noted on the 4th Floor Room 406 was this a typo?  Believe this possibly was BC-3 

Yes.  That is a typo, it should be BC-3 - See attached updated plan.  



 

6. Is the priority printer pedestal with doors rather than drawers acceptable? 

We do not have printer information. Open cabinet is not acceptable. We need to have drawers 
with drawer fronts.  

 

7. D9 – Verify Privacy screen total width to match 84” credenza.  Bid notes screens as 48” 
wide for a total of 96” but show on drawing as 84”. Also, please advise if a freestanding screen 
would be acceptable.  Xsede screen would be similar to as shown below. 

 84"   Verify Xsede has laminate panels with specified size frosted acrylic panels on top; also 
verify freestanding does to have feet that will cause trip hazard or interfere with height 
adjustable desk base  NOT ACCEPTABLE if laminate and acrylic are not available 

8. D1 – Please verify length of overhead. 

Standard Line length to get as close to a match of total desk, bridge, and credenza 
lengths/depths; beware of columns 

9. Please advise what height the overheads are to be hung and therefore the 
corresponding height of tack board.   

All overheads will be mounted at the same height throughout the building. There are only a few 
full tack boards so those will all be the same height as well. 

 
 

  

 

 

  

 


